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BUNN Frozen Drink Machine Instructions

1. Place machine on table or counter top and level. Use indoors for best results. Machine may
not freeze properly if used outside. Make sure to plug machine into outlet on its own
circuit. If not, machine may not freeze properly.
2. Turn on machine using the I/O button which will power up the dispenser and LCD display.
Make sure tanks and drip tray are secure and firmly in place.
3. Fill the mix tank with the desired liquid product. Add entire bag or ½ gallon concentrate,
and 2 gallons of water or to the fill line of the mixing jug. Shake mixing jug and fill tank with
mixture. Do not overfill tank.
4. Press auger button to auger on, and press ice button to ice to begin freezing process. If
only chilling mixture, press ice button to chill setting.
5. Repeat process for 2nd tank and replace tank lids to cover.
6. Freezing process can take up to 3 hours for initial setup. You can add to mixture when
freezing to continually serve. If you empty the tank completely, it will take another 3 hours
to freeze back to desired consistency.
7. Once the mixture has frozen, alcohol, if desired can be added. Add up to .750 of alcohol if
desired to the mixture. Adding too much alcohol will prevent mixture from freezing
properly.
8. When finished, empty machine as much as possible thru dispensing lever. Do not
remove tanks from machine. To rinse, add water to tanks and dispense again as
much as possible thru dispensing lever. Customer is responsible for any damages or
lost parts to machine if disassembled.
9. Do not run machine continually for more than 8 hours. When finished, turn auger and ice to
off setting. Use I/O button to power machine off. Machine will automatically defrost after
1am.
ENJOY!

